Student Recital Series

CLARINET STUDIO RECITAL

Friday, December 1, 2022
8:00 PM
Recital Hall

PROGRAM

Sonata for Clarinet in A and Piano
Mvt. 2 Adagio Ma Non Troppo

Franz Anton Hoffmeister
(1754 - 1812)

Mikaela Jackson, Clarinet
Yuchen Lin, Piano

Miniature

Armand Fessard
(b. 2005)

Kamil Lebowa, Eb clarinet
Anna Lantz, bass clarinet

Habanera (from Carmen, Act I)

Georges Bizet
(1838 - 1875)
Arr. by Kelly Nelson
(b. 2005)

Eduardo Zamudio, Kelly Nelson; clarinets
Mitchell Lucas, bass clarinet

As The Autumn Leaves Ever Fall...

Kamil Lebowa
(b. 2001)

Kamil Lebowa, Eb clarinet
Anthony Devea, Mikaela Jackson; clarinets
Mitchell Lucas, bass clarinet

A Sign in Space

Gregory M. Barrett
(b. 1961)

“Situated in the external zone of the Milky Way,
the Sun takes about two hundred million years
to make a complete revolution of the galaxy.” -Italo Calvino

Kamil Lebowa, Katelyn Ackland, Mikaela Jackson, Anthony Devea,
Anna Lantz, Kelly Nelson, Mitchell Lucas, Eduardo Zamudio; clarinets
Gregory Barrett, conductor